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A Confession 
I have to confess that this last month has 

been so busy helping my daughter and 

husband get their chocolate shop going that I 

have been so exhausted that I have hardly 

had time to even think about astronomy. 

This past Friday is an example. We had a 

sidewalk astronomy event; I could not 

attend as I was baby-sitting grandkids till 

11:30 pm as the “kids” keep their shop open 

till 11pm on Friday and Saturday night to 

capture the Longview night crowd. I and my 

wife have been taking care of the grandkids 

most days these last three weeks and that 

can be very energy consuming. A couple of 

nights I did manage to get the scope out as it 

was clear in the early evening but clouded 

up by the time Jupiter was visible. So as the 

summer speedily passes by I am hoping to 

get a few more backyard scope times. 

 

I read that NASA has announced that 

there are 4000 confirmed exoplanets circling 

other stars in our galaxy. Some searchers are 

concentrating on the nearest stars for 

exoplanets. The Kepler exoplanet scope 

looked at a single patch of sky that had a 

large variety of distances; this search is 

looking all around us at the nearest known 

stars for these planets. They have found a 

few which gives them hope that they will 

find more nearby exoplanets. Some of the 

new ones that have been found have had 

atmospheres detected. The work is 

ongoing on examine the chemistry of the 

atmospheres and see if the chemicals 

detected are life supporting. 

 

It was good to hear that the Sidewalk 

Astronomy on Friday the 12th went well 

with several people viewing till 10:40 pm; 

even though the sky was not as clear as 

hoped. 

Having a middle schooler come with 

her 8” dobsonian telescope is very 

encouraging; helping her learn how to use 

it and then observing various objects in the 

sky. I am sure that viewing Jupiter and 

Saturn was a highlight of the evening. 

 

Every Day is a Star Filled Day 

Every Night is a Starry Night 

Greg Smith – editor 
Volume 25, No.3 

July 2019 

Program: Making Massive Mirrors 

Canterbury Park – Presidents Room 
Meeting: July 17 2019 
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Tabby  

is not so 

Weird 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is the Random Transiter weirder than Tabby’s Star? 

Posted by Paul Scott Anderson in SPACE | July 9, 2019 

 
Do you remember Tabby’s Star observed by the Kepler Space Telescope? That star with 

the weird dips in brightness that still hasn’t been fully explained yet? The theories have ranged 

from groups of comets to disintegrating planets to even alien megastructures, and it has been 

determined that dust is somehow involved. But now, there’s a new discovery – first described 

publicly by planet-hunting astronomer Hugh Osborn on June 29, 2019 – that might be even 

more baffling than Tabby’s Star. It’s being called the Random Transiter. In a nutshell, this star, 

also seen by Kepler, was found over a period of 87 days to undergo up to 28 transits that is 28 

objects passing in front of the star, looking just like planets. The problem is that there is no 

evidence of regular, periodic orbits for these 28 objects, as would be expected for planets. Hence 

the moniker: Random Transiter. So what is going on? 

The unusual findings were first noted by citizen astronomers looking at the Kepler data in 

spring 2018, and the first peer-reviewed paper was just published on June 28, 2019 on arXiv. 

That publication was followed, in the days since, by hot debate on Twitter and Reddit. 

From the abstract: 

We have identified a star, EPIC 249706694 (HD 139139), that was observed during K2 

Campaign 15 with the Kepler extended mission that appears to exhibit 28 transit-like events 

over the course of the 87-day observation. The unusual aspect of these dips, all but two of which 

have depths of 200 ± 80 ppm, is that they exhibit no periodicity, and their arrival times could 

just as well have been produced by a random number generator. We show that no more than four 

of the events can be part of a periodic sequence. We have done a number of data quality tests to 

ascertain that these dips are of astrophysical origin, and while we cannot be absolutely certain 

that this is so, they have all the hallmarks of astrophysical variability on one of two possible host 

stars (a likely bound pair) in the photometric aperture. We explore a number of ideas for the 

origin of these dips, including actual planet transits due to multiple or dust emitting planets, 

anomalously large Transit Timing Variations, S- and P-type transits in binary systems [see 

diagram below], a collection of dust-emitting asteroids, ‘dipper-star’ activity, and short-lived 

starspots. All transit scenarios that we have been able to conjure up appear to fail, while the 

intrinsic stellar variability hypothesis would be novel and untested. 

 
  

 

 

https://earthsky.org/team/paul-scott-anderson
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Schematic of a binary star system (gray circles) containing 2 planets: one 

on a P-type (Planetary-type, circumbinary) orbit and one on an S-type 

(Satellite-type) orbit. Not to scale. Astronomers considered these 

possible orbits when trying to explain the Random Transiter. Image 

via Philip D. Hall. 

 

 

According to Andrew Vanderburg, an astronomer at the University of 

Texas at Austin: We’ve never seen anything like this in Kepler [spacecraft data], and Kepler’s 

looked at 500,000 stars. 

The star, HD 139139, is a binary star about 350 light-years from Earth, with one sun-like 

star about 1.5 billion years old, and the other a bit smaller. 

The Kepler planet-hunter spacecraft observed this star for 87 days during the secondary K2 

part of its mission. When the data were analyzed, 28 dips were seen in the star’s brightness, 

much as you would see when planets transit in from of a star. Astronomers have very 

successfully used these dips in starlight – seen by Kepler and now by the TESS spacecraft, 

Kepler’s successor – to find new planet candidates.  

But these 28 dips for HD 139139 seemed weird. Not only the number of them – that would 

be a lot of planets, or fewer planets in extremely short orbits around the stars – but also that they 

showed no signs of periodicity, as would be expected with planets. Each dip lasted between 

about 45 minutes to 7.5 hours, very short times for orbiting planets unless they were all close to 

the star. But if each planet orbited as quickly as inferred, then Kepler should have seen multiple, 

regular transits of them during the 80 days, but it didn’t. This shows that the orbits are more 

random somehow, not nice and neat with each planet orbiting in a certain amount of hours or 

days as is typically seen. 

Also, all but one of the transits were about 200 ppm deep. This translates to 27 objects all 

roughly the same size, about 50 percent larger than Earth. The other object would be 

approximately twice that size. From what astronomers have seen so far in terms of exoplanets, it 

would be very unusual to have 27 planets all the same size in a single planetary system. Plus 

these planets don’t seem to orbit as normal planets do. So, if they’re not planets, what are they? 

It’s more than a year since these observations now, and astronomers still don’t have an 

easy explanation. Right now, there are a plethora of theories being considered, but all of them 

have problems so far. As outlined by astronomer Hugh Osborn, these include: 

– Multiple planets. The first obvious possibility, but would be very unusual, as already noted. 

That would still be the case even if it was 14 planets causing two dips each, regardless of which 

star they orbited in the binary system. The TRAPPIST-1 system has seven known Earth-sized 

planets, but all of them orbit the star in a normal manner, with stable, periodic orbits. 

– A disintegrating planet. Conceivable, but even a disintegrating planet should show 

periodicity, causing a transit at the same point in each orbit. Also, HD139139’s dips occur at a 

minimum five hours apart. Such an orbit is likely unstable, and also incompatible with dips that 

last longer than five hours. 

– Dust-emitting asteroids. This is similar to the disintegrating planet idea, but with multiple 

smaller bodies. The problem, though, is that the transits are almost all the same depth. Clumps 

of asteroids should produce dust clouds that are much more variable in size. They would also all 

have to be at just the right orbit to produce planet-sized dust clouds. 

– Planets in a binary system. If the stars were moving, then not every orbit would produce a 
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transit. That could work, but in this case it would need to be a triple star system, with another 

unseen star involved. The orbital periods for the planets and the main binary would need to be 

extremely short, and the team could not find a stable system which matched the data. Plus, the 

radial velocity measurements ruled out this being a triple system. 

– A young dipper star. Young stars can have random clumps of dust orbiting them, part of the 

dust disk that still surrounds the star. But this doesn’t seem to work either. This star system is 

old, and there should still be periodicity as the dust clumps orbit the star. The dips of HD 

139139 are far more ordered and “planet-like” than would be expected from dust clumps. 

– Short-lived star spots. Could the transiting objects actually be spots on the star itself? 

Possibly, but this aspect of star behavior isn’t as well understood yet. In this case, the spots 

would need to form, block starlight for a few hours at most, and then dissipate. 

– SETI. Now this is the idea that tends to naturally get the most attention, for obvious reasons. 

Could these be artificial planet-sized objects, similar to Dyson spheres or other megastructures? 

There’s not enough known yet about this star system to either rule it out or not. The possibility, 

even if unlikely (depending on who you talk to) is of course exciting, but a lot more evidence 

would need to be found first before saying it is a leading contender. Finding 14-28 large objects, 

all the same size except for one is definitely weird, but all conceivable natural explanations 

would need to be eliminated first. Occam’s razor says it’s more likely that a natural explanation 

will be found, but at this point, the possibilities remain wide open. 

Other suggestions in online forums have included planets with huge ring systems, similar 

to J1047b, or “dust avalanches” where a dust ring close to the star is fed by dust spiraling in 

from elsewhere. Another idea was that there were planets orbiting multiple stars, but the other 

stars just happened to be hidden from view by HD 139139, by chance. I asked Osborn about that 

possibility on Twitter and he responded: 

 Someone on Reddit wondered if it could be multiple stars with planets that just happen to 

all be in our line of sight, behind one another, so the planets are lined up toward us by chance. 

Possible or not so much? 

 Possible, sure. But this star's radius, when viewed from Earth, is 0.000000014 degrees, 

so the probability of having an entirely unrelated star (with planets) crossing exactly that stellar 

disc is extremely small. But it's a weird system, so Occam's razor is struggling already! 

Astronomer Ben Montet has theorized that at least some of the transits might be caused by 

a circumbinary planet – orbiting both stars – but like everything else, it is just a hypothesis at 

this point. 

So as of now, there are a lot of questions, but few answers, much how the Tabby’s Star 

saga began. Tabetha Boyajian herself, the astronomer the star was nicknamed after, weighed in 

on the case of the Random Transiter and whether aliens should be considered at this point: 

I think we have to consider all options before we go there. This is one of those systems 

where it’s probably not going to be figured out without more data. 

Bottom line: The Random Transiter is definitely a very weird star with transits that look 

like ones made by planets, but the objects don’t seem to behave like normal orbiting planets. 

Source: The Random Transiter – EPIC 249706694/HD 139139 

 

 

 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.11268.pdf
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 July 2019 Meeting    

 

DATE: Wednesday July 17, 2019 

TIME 7:00 pm 

PLACE:  Canterbury Park – Presidents 

Room 

PROGRAM: "Mirror Lab Tour: Making 

 Massive Mirrors for GMT" 

 by Mark Thorson 

SNACKS: Ripp Family 

DRINKS:   Ripp Family 

 

Minutes of the June Meeting 
 

 

Ted Gruber started the annual Club Picnic by introducing the guests, including the Solstice Walk 

participants.  He then introduced Steve Powell who gave us a quick astronomy quiz. 

The July and August meetings will be held at the Canterbury Park thanks to Bill Norvell who 

reserved the Canterbury. 

The Winter Solstice Walk will be December 21, 2019.  A planning meeting will take place at a 

later date. 

Our club will be participating at the Kelso and Longview Libraries for the summer reading 

program.  We will be helping out at the Kelso Library on July 16 and the Longview Library on July 17th 

from about 2:30 to 5ish.  There is a sign up on the table.  Our station will be about observing the moon. 

We have had 2 star parties at Mike Fiest's home.  He has great viewing at this home.  the next one 

will be on July 5th and July 26/27th.  Sidewalk Astronomy will be July 12/13 at the Ocean Beach 

Starbucks. 

Mark Thorson talked about the Mt. St. Helen's Star Party on the 4th Saturday of August.  It will be 

held at the Coldwater Learning Center.  The public star party will be on Saturday night. 

Ted gave the Sky Report.  In the evening sky you will find Mercury and Mars low in the west-

northwest sky after sunset.  Jupiter rises in the southeast around 8 pm while Saturn follows just after 10 

pm.  The morning sky hosts Venus starting about 4:30 am in the northeast.  The Messier of the Month is 

M12, the Gumball Globular.  M12 is a magnitude 7.6 globular cluster in the constellation Ophiuchus.  It 

is about 15,700 light years away and contains about 200,000 stars.  It appears as a fuzzy patch through 

bins and smaller telescopes.  An 8-inch scope will resolve the brightest stars; awhile a 100-inch scope 

will reveal the core. 

If the sky cooperates, we can do observing tonight after it gets dark; right now it doesn't look very 

promising. 

After Ted thanked everyone for coming, Sue Piper took our annual Columbia River Reader picture 

with all people reading the Columbia River Reader. 

Meeting adjourned. 
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2019 FoG Activities and Viewing Schedule 

JUL MOON: NEW=2, FULL=16, NEW=31 

12>13 Sidewalk Astronomy (Starbuck’s, 808 OB Hwy) 

16+17 Moon Class (Kelso and Longview Libraries) 

17 Club Meeting (Canterbury Park, President’s Room) 

26>27 Club Star Party (Mike’s) 

30 Oregon Star Party begins (through August 4) 

AUG MOON: FULL=15, NEW=30 

2>3 Club Star Party if 7/26+7/27 cancel (Mike’s) 

9>10 Sidewalk Astronomy (Starbuck’s, 808 OB Hwy) 

21 Club Meeting (Canterbury Park, President’s Room) 

23-24 Mt. St. Helens Sky & Star Party (Coldwater SLC) 

SEP MOON: FULL=14, NEW=28 

2 Labor Day 

6>7 Sidewalk Astronomy (Starbuck’s, 808 OB Hwy) 

18 Club Meeting (MMHS) 

27>28 Club Star Party (Mike’s) 

OCT MOON: FULL=13, NEW=27 

4>11 Sidewalk Astronomy (Starbuck’s, 808 OB Hwy) 

16 Club Meeting (MMHS) 

NOV MOON: FULL=12, NEW=26 

11 Transit of Mercury (TBA) 
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20 Club Meeting (MMHS) 

28 Thanksgiving Day 

DEC MOON: FULL=12, NEW=26 

11>18 Annual Christmas Party (Location TBA) 

21 Solstice Lantern Walk (Lake Sacajawea) 
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Friends of Galileo 
Club Officers 

Next Month’s 
Newsletter Deadline 

The deadline for items in next 
month’s newsletter is: 

 Wednesday: seven days 
before next meeting. 
 
Please feel free to send in your 
thoughts and experiences about 
your astronomical adventure. 

 
Submit your material by E-mail to: 
 

grlyth@msn.com 
  

PRESIDENT Ted Gruber 

VICE-PRESIDENT/ 
PROGRAM CHAIR 

Mark Thorson 

SECRETARY Becky Kent 

TREASURER Steve Powell 

WEBSITE Ted Gruber 

NEWSLETTER ED. Greg Smith 

 ALCOR Tom Meek 

 

mailto:grlyth@msn.com

